HOUSING AND THE GROWTH OF LONDON     8l
If proclamations could not prevent building, still less could they
prevent the subdividing of houses and the taking of lodgers. Stables
and warehouses were turned into tenements. In the parish of St
Lawrence Pountney about 1583 a brew-house was divided into thirty-
six tenements and some fifty years later two of the thirty-six were
again subdivided, most of the occupants being (in 1637) dependent on
the parish. The Company of Free Masons in James Fs reign divided
their common hall into five tenements, inhabited by poor people.23
In spite of the ineffectiveness of proclamations against new buildings
and the chicanery and oppression to which they gave rise in practice,
the principle of stopping the monstrous growth of London was generally
approved. Cromwell endorsed the policy of the Stuarts by an Act of
1656 forbidding new buildings with less than four acres of land within
ten miles of London and imposing a fine of a year's rent on all houses
built since 1620. In 1678 there was a proposal in Parliament to raise
money by a similar fine on all houses (other than those rebuilt after the
Fire) built since Oliver's Act At this time the restrictions on building
on new foundations though widely disregarded were still considered
enforceable in law. In 1673 Lady Wentworth obtained a patent from the
king enabling her to build or grant building leases for houses on West
Heath on the road to Stratford Bow, and within the hamlet of Bethnal
Green, suitable for 'mariners and manufacturers' notwithstanding the
building restrictions.24 This, however, was probably to secure a good
tide and to escape litigation; the days when houses could be razed to
the ground by Star Chamber decree were over.
The dominating fear after the Restoration was the increase of poor
people in London, especially in the newly built parts of Westminster,
and a shortage of labour and decay of rents in the country. *At this end
of the town,' said Sir John Duncombe in the House of Commons in
1675, 'whole fields go into new buildings and are turned into alehouses
filled with necessitous people.' He proposed to restrict the building of
houses to those in which each storey was at least twelve feet high with
four rooms on a floor.25 * Nothing decays rents in the country like new
buildings in London,' said Mr Solicitor Wilmington in 1678, urging a
tax on new buildings.
Labourers in the country at sixpence and eightpence a day come here and
turn coachmen and footmen and get a little house and live lazily, aid in the

